Turn English teaching into a game. Play your way to success!

Improve student motivation for Gamelish card games

Facilitate in-lesson communication

Encourage social interaction

Enhance reading and speaking skills

Strengthen memory

Improve student motivation

Reinforce thinking skills

Develop creativity

Improve pronunciation

Learn grammar and spelling through activities and objects.

Rooms, furniture, around the house

Fashion accessories and clothing

Professions and present tense

Travel the English word world with Gamelish Vocabulary games!

Great for beginners

Excellent repetition

Better pronunciation and spelling

Simple & effective

Reading rules practice

From ABC to fluency

Ideal for entire class activity!

Creative questions and answers

Effective pair work

Diverse grammar topics

Great for teaching in the UK and European market and based on the CEFR. The games are divided into three categories: reading (ABC and basic tenses), vocabulary by topic and grammar.

When it comes to teaching, fun works!

The best way to motivate your students to improve their English skills is by playing games.

Gamelish Reading Right games. Where fun meets success.

Want to teach reading with a smile?

For more information:

www.gamelishcards.com

Ask your local stockist for the catalogue 2020.

The best way to motivate your students to improve their English skills is by playing games. Gamelish card games are specifically designed for the European market and based on the CEFR. The games are divided into three categories: reading (ABC and basic tenses), vocabulary by topic and grammar.

When it comes to teaching, fun works!

The best way to motivate your students to improve their English skills is by playing games. Gamelish card games are specifically designed for the European market and based on the CEFR. The games are divided into three categories: reading (ABC and basic tenses), vocabulary by topic and grammar.

Reading Right games

Reading Right 1 - simple sentence pattern

Reading Right 2 - Vowel combinations

Reading Right 3 - Past Simple

Reading Right 4 - 1-12

Reading Right 5 - colours with three games.

Reading Right 6 - time to rhyme

Vocabulary games

Vocabulary games - Elementary reading level

Vocabulary games - Intermediate - advanced reading level

Asking Right / grammar games

Asking Right / grammar games - NEW

Asking Right / grammar games - 1

Asking Right / grammar games - 2

Asking Right / grammar games - 3

Asking Right / grammar games - 4

Asking Right / grammar games - 5

Asking Right / grammar games - 6

Asking Right / grammar games - Future

Asking Right / grammar games - Past

Asking Right / grammar games - Present

Rule games with quick answer and question.

Match the right answer

Build vocabulary activity

Match the right answer

Match the right answer

Build vocabulary activity

Match the right answer

Build vocabulary activity

Match the right answer

Build vocabulary activity

Match the right answer

Build vocabulary activity